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As you will yecali the Dailss Office recently gubmi tied 

the three pullets from Officer J. BD. Tippit's body which had been 

obtained from the Dallas Police Department. The Laboratory as 

completed the examination of these bullets and the results are eet 

forth below. The president's Comission is being advised of the 

resuits by letter and is peing furnished photographs of the bullets. 

The Dallas Police Department ig being furnished 2a report of the results, 

The Dallas Office ig being given & teletype report a5 well as a copy 

of report to Dallas police Department along with photographs of the 

evidence. 

The three builets are .38 Special puliets which had been 

fired from a parrei yifled with five lands and grooves, yight twist. 

A portion of the surface of each bullet ig mutilated; however, 

microscopic marks remain on these pullets for couparigson purposes. 

The bullets were coupared with each other and with test bullets 

obtained from Oswald's revolver. Ne conclusion could be yegohed a8 

to whether or not these bullets were fired from the same weapon oF 

whether or not they were fired from Oswald's revolver. In addition, 

it was found that even consecutive .38 Special pullets test fired 

from the C15 revolver gould not be {dentified with each other. i: 

this connection, it ghould be noted that the barrel of els was 

designed for 38 8 & W bullets and, therefore, it is gightly Larger 

in diameter than parrels designed for .38 Special Dullets. Firing 

of undersized pullets could cause erratic passage of the builets 

down the barrel, resulting in individual microscopic characteristics 

which are not consistent. fhe parrel of the weapon could gisa be 

changing duce to the accumulation of lead in the barrel or to wear. 
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Treat ono or both af the above conditions existed is appar 
the faci thead consece Bueotal 
the CIS revolver could nat be identified with pach tha. 

Smith and Wesson revolvers such ag OGegwald’s revolver 
are among the weapons producing general es gharacteristics af 
the type found an the three bullets. 

ne lead alloy in the Winchester-Westers cogper-coated 
bullets (2 of os 3 Submitted bullets} and the Western ecopper-coated 
wullets lodded into game of the cartridges oblained from Gsueld's 
revalver, Oswald g pocket and the U. &. Sweret Survie were found 
by spectrographie azamination to have the sine alements. Also, 
ile lead allay in the Rewingtoa-Peters ballet he third ballet) was 
iound to have the same dlements as the igad alioy ist the Remington 
Peters bullets comprising the remaluier 

earirigges. 

The three bullets are ket: 
Commission at its request se that the Come si echo 1 may have them, 
etamined by an cuteide source por the orévinan ptere-A of 
Mar. Melvin Elsecnbery. 

AUTION: 

Yor information.
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